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The progress in the following areas is described:
measurement equipment, F2 FAUGA wind tunnel tests,
unsteady boundary layers, body and axisymmetrical
boundary layers, wing fuselage interactions, turbulence,
subsonic-transonic flm... , cryogenic wind tunnel tests,
profile testing.
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Two Drirr.ary activity areas:
A - fUNDAMENTAL STUDIES IN VISCOUS AND TURBULENT fLOWS
~ - EXPERIMSNTAL MEANS AND TESTING IN SUBSONIC-TRANSONIC PLOW.
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1 - DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING MEANS .............. . . . . ...
1.1. - MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE FRICTION USING HOT WIRE
GAUGES (Tests at F1/CFM)
Six gauges were installed within the upper surface of an LC
90 D airfoil, nea~ the trailin~ edge. The flow is two-di~ 'n-
sional, ve~ocity is con~tant and equal to UQ ~/sec, the total
*4
oressure is eoual to bar and toe angle of attack var~~~
jetween -~ and +13 de~rees. Boundary laver orofiles were
~easured for each confi~ur3tion and at different ooints usi::~
the hot wire ane~o~eter technique. The for~ oarameters
~easured "in that ~3nner were used in the Luiwieg- Till~an
for~ula in order to obtain the changes in the friction
coefficient against which the values obtained fro~ the gauges
are co~oared. This co~parison reveals good agree~ent betweetl
the Cf changes obtained by the two ~ethods; the relative
differences are in the order of 10~, exceot in l~e
neighborhood of the separation (indicated by an arrow) where
the ~easure~ent technique is faulty.
1.2. - MEASUREMENT OF THE SURFACE FRICTION, THREE-WIRE GAUGE
To respond to the proble~ cr~ated by the ~easurement of the
friction in unsteady boundary layers, various modifications
were already added while building the wire gauges used in
steady flow. These improvements make a large bandpass
possible (much greater than 1000 Hz without an appreciable
phase-shift) and also increase the sensitivity and the
accuracy of the response of the probe in steady flow. The
dispersion of the measure~ents oerformed does not exceed 3%
*Numbers in margin indicate foreign pagination
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of the friction.
The determination of the sign of the friction can be obtained
simply by adding two cold wires on each side of the sensitive
element; these wires make it possible' to locate the warm
\..:ake. The ~. e a S u t' e IT. e 11 tor inc i ole i s the f 0 11 0 ',,,: i n p; : the rod
:1ovides t~e friction coefficie!~t '''-I~J the bIG cold ,.;ires give
the te~perature upstream and do~nstrea~ fro~ the rod. r~e
three si~nals being digitized, co~rarison of the teffiPerature
data against a th:-eshold provide~ the sign of the friction.
The three-Hire gauge has been used to deter~ine the
distribution of L over ap cylinder olaced oeroendicula y
to the wind. flow fluctuations induced by the release of
Karman vortices are clearly revealed by the surface friction
~easureIT.ents: oeriodic displace~ent of the stagnation point
and a sign change qf the friction in phase ¢ = 180 degrees.
On this last point, the instantaneous friction reaches rather
large values, in the order of 3 to 5 Pa, whereas, for a reason
of symmetry, the average value of L must be equal to zerop
which is clearly shown by the signal processing that is
performed.
1.3. - MULTIPLE PROBES
Hot-wire anemometer probes, multiwire probes (3 or 4 wire
probes) have been used in order to define quickly and
simultaneously the average 'and turbulent velocity fields of
three-dimensional flows.
Adapting these new measurement techniques to the industrial
environment has been attempted in the Fl wind tunnel of Le
Fauga during tests to define vortex areas close to a swept back
8
wing.
itself
(rate
Some difficulties inherent to the geo~etry of the probe
and to the highly vortex-filled nature of the flow
of turbulence close to 50%) have appeared and have led
to the increase of the stiffness and strength of the sensor.
On tn'2 otner '-qnd, a new rLethod for calibration and operJ.tion
has 0e encon .::: ide red s 03-s to D U _,= ~l b3. C k the 1 i:T. ita t ion s i t1
toe use of the probe in turbulent flows tnat have been hi~hly
deflected.
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2 - PREPARATION OF TESTS AT WIND TUNNEL F2 AT LE FAUGA
This wind tunnel, used by G~~, is desi~ned for the basic
research work of the ONERA ~nd DERAT Director~le of Aero-
6
turbulence generation, the check of corr:put~tion
dyr.arr:ics:
proc'2SS of
rr.ethods.
corr:plex three-diffiensional configurations, the
i'he prirr.ary character::..:tics of the ',-linu tUlinel are:
- atrr:ospheric nressure,
- velocity: 0 to 100 ffi/S
- test section:
Hidth: 1.40 1".
height: 1.80 :r.
len~th: 5 rr..
- cross-section reduction ratio 12, low arr..oulll of
\
turoulence.
The side Halls of tne test section are easily rerr:oved. They
are opaque or transoarent depending on the need. The n:ovable
supoort of the laser velocity-rr..easuring device that surrounds
the test section provides a longitudinal displaceffient of 3.75
ffieters, a vertical displaceffient of 1 ffieter and a transverse
displacerr..ent of 0.6 rr..eter from the aiffiing point, thus defining
a large volurr..e for test purposes.
The first experiffients will be performed by the DERAT and will
have as parallel goals the refinemen~ of existing measuring
systems (LDA in particular) and the definition of other means
of measurement (hot wire exploration, for example).
The asserr:bly used will be a cylinder with a diameter of 12
cm, motor-driven in rotation about its axis. It will make
12
Visualizations usin~ a laser olane are
it possible to conduct a fine and detailed study of the flow
about the cylinder (average and fluctuating pressure, surface
friction) with an accuracy of 0.1 degree by using a single
generatrix of the cylinder. In particular, we will be
interested in the area near the separation point and the
stagnation point.
also planned.
A second thrust of the studies will be the cylinder wake.
The size of the test section will indeed rr.ake it possible
to explore the distant wake (uo to 40 diarr.eters) and the
characteristics of the wind tunnel will rr.ake it oossible to
conduct tests up to Renolds nurr.bers of 700,000, that is to
say beyond the critical Reynolds nurr-ber.
There again, visualizations using a laser plane are olanned.
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BOUNDARY3 - UNSTEADY
PERTURBATIONS
LAYERS COMPUTATION USING SMALL
For the computation of the incorr.pressible two-dirr.ensional 8
unsteady flow boundary layers, a method usin~ srr.all
oerturbations can prove very interesting by the r~pidity witn
which it can be apolied in all cases where the bound~rv
conditions of the problerr. are periodic. Toe succe~s of tois
type of rr.ethod rests orirr.arily on the fact tha~ the non-linear
effects are srr.all, as has been shown exoerirr.entally or through
i~tegration of the corr.olete boundary layer equations.
The application of such a ~ethod in the rr.ore general case
of a compressible three-dirr.ensional boundary layer was
necessary for certai~ oractical applications of interest to
industrialists such as the prediction of huffetin~ or flutter.
Principle of the rr.ethod
To the three force, longitudinal rr.orr.enturr. ~nd transverse
~omentum integral equations, there are three primary unknowns
H, ~ e which are the fo~rr. para~eters and the thicknesses11' 21
of longitudinal and transverse rr.orr.entuffi respectively.
The system may be put in the form:
3
2: (EXij
J = 1
+
Et.' .dyj~J ---) =
=
i = 1, 2, 3 designates ~he equation considered and Yj j
1, 2, 3 represents the major unknowns. h1 is the length
component in the x direction making an angle a with the
outside velocity. The E coefficients are implicit functions
14
of u ,a, ~,e 1 ' H, 6 21 by rr.eans of a set of closinge h a x 1
relationships, ~nd of the derivatives of Ue in the z direction,
rr.aking an angle A with respect to x.
The srr.all perturbation hypothesis consists of assurr.ing that
3ny f value C3n be written in the fc~~:
.-
= f + f e i wt + f -iwt with f the COlT.O 1ex 3lT.olituJe 3nd1
c cCe cf
c 1.
«f
The systerr, of equations then tr3nsforrr.2 itself into tHO
systerts of three eou8.tions, one for t~ ; averqq;e v3lues of
the unknowns and not revealing fluctuating quantities, and
the other for the corr.plex a~plitudes of the unknowns and 3
function of the average values. If the integration of the
average systerr. does not create a problerr. (it is identical
to the sy~tert for the steady-flow oroblert), the integration
of the unsteady syste~ requires the corr.~utation of the corr.olex
portion of the ~ coefficients. The latter being a function
of the independent variables, we have: E = L aE x. , where
C" lC
1 ai
x . represents the cOrf.olex arr.plitude of x.. The corr.putation
lC 1
of the partial derivatives of E relative to the x. 's can be
1
done algebraically in part or in a ~urely nurr.erical manner
by corr.puting i values of E for increases of the xi's. The
two procedures provide identical results but the second is
faster in terms of rtachine time. Practically, the small-
perturbation rr.ethod requires only three tirr.es the amount of
tirr.e for the steady-flow rr.ethod. For one node in the rr.esh,
0.053 second is required.
In 2-D or 3-D incorr.pressible flow the non-linearity effects
rerr.ain very low and the rr.ethod applies for ~Ue/Ue ~ 0.20.
15
In incorr.pressible flow
appreciable ,as soon as
points.
(Me ~
f.1Ue/Ue
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4 - BOUNDARY LAYERS Of BODIES Of REVOLUTION AND OF FUSELAGES
4.1. - COMPUTATION Of OUTSIDE STREAMLINES
The corrputation of the three-di~ensional boundary layer 10
requires that conditions ~e given at the liffiits, that is to
t {l e v 21 0 c i " Y i.:: ::: i rr. DIy 0 CO ken j 0 1,111 :110 n 'S t 11 e 3. xes 0 f t.. h e
On t:le ot1l2r ;·13.nd, if the non-viscous flo',..; is only kno',m frorr.
tl12 distribution of tl'~ .::urface pressures, it is necessary
to corr.put~ the direction of the velocity. The latter is
deterrr.ln2d ii, tTtlO steps. rr~e C' "'earIline passing through a
~i~~n Doint is first corr.D~ted in reverse: the direction of
the velocity at that ooint is adjusted through an a firing
rr.ethoi '::0 that toe strearr.line ends at the stagnati~n point.
This dil~ection is then used to co~plete the solution
do"Jn8trea:T. .
This procedure has been applied to Airbu~-type fuselages
around which the pressure distribut~on has been obtained by
rr.eans of a perfect fluid computation. The corr.parison of the
directions of the velocity is entirely satisfactory.
4.2. - BOUNDARY LAYER COMPUTATION
The progra~ for the three-di~ensional boundary layer that
was developed at the DERAT has been adapted to t::c c~se of
fuselages (Droble~s associated Hith the periodicity of the
georr.etry and to the definition of transverse data at the ends
20
of the z grid).
The program has been used for the computation of the boundary
layer that develops over the nose of the Airbus-type
aircraft. The separation at the bottom of the windshield
is ch~racterized by a la~ge deflectLon of strea~lines ~lons
the wall with respect to outsi~e strea~lines.
21
FUSELAGE - l1"",= 0 8
Plot of . , angle ofoutside attack' 5stre ~l' . deg, slip, lnes. angle 4 d ego
22
11
--
Nose
i-1~ = 0.8
angle of attack: a deg
slip angle o de~
?lQt of strea~lines:
outside strearr.lines are shown in black
surf~ce strearr.lines are shown in red.
They apoear as the solid lines on this reproduction.
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5 - PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH WING-FUSELAGE INTERACTIONS
5.1. - NUMERICAL STUDY
The case of the Shabaka experi~ents was treated in detail
in order to study the oerfor~ances of the various turbulence
12
:r.ojels. A s y rr. IT. e t ric a 1 win g l"r i tho u t s wee D 0 ran;;; 1 e 0 fat t q c k
1 :: :) 13. c e don t 11 e flo 0 t' 0 f the win d tun ne 1 • The CO:T. put 3. t i 0 II
begins 19 c~ downstrea~ fro~ the leading edge of tne ~ing,
using the initial exoeri~ental data which indicate the
Dr-esence of strong vortex. The equations are ~ade oarabolic
in the direction of the Dri~ary flow.
consists of ~odelling the Reynolds stresses:
The ~ain problem
This is the s irr.ples t of all. The u' . u' j , s are of1
the for~: u' . u' . 2 ( aUi aUj )= - 6.·
- \it +1. J 3 1.J dXj axi
k represents the turbulence kinetic ener~y and v t is
the turbulent viscosity obtained, by exa~ple, through a
for~ula for the length of the mixing. This model gives good
results.
"Complete" transport equations for the Reynolds stresses
--"------- -- -- --------- ------------
It is the most advanced ~odel since it solves six
equations for the six components of the Reynolds tensor:
Du'· u'·
---l..--::-j
Dt
• • ., ri"
:'l.J + D1.J .: "l.j
This model is defined as "complete" in the sense that all
of the derivatives of the three components of the average
speed are retained. The Launder-Reece-Rodi modelling is
adopted for the redistribution term ¢ij. The solution of
24
a transport equation for the dissipation makes it possible
to close the system. The results obtained resemble those
given by the vortex viscosity with, however, a certain
displacement of the center of the vortex.
Systerr. (6.6)
In the oreceding model, we neglect the convection and
diffu~ion ter~s jut we keep all of the aUi IS. At each
aXj
comoutation node, it is necessary to solve a linear system
of six equations for the six stresses. With respect to the
results, there are few differences from the solution of the
complete equations.
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In the preced ing s ysterr, only the der i va t i ves aU and aU are
ay az
retained. The Reynolds stresses are then expressed by rr.eans
of sirr.ple analytical forrr.ulas, but the corr.putation is in poor
agreerr.ent with the experirr.ents.
Thus it appears that the derivatives of the secondary
velocities V and W play irr.portant functions in the rr.odelling
of the u'i u'j , s . The vortex viscosity model, corr.bining
accuracy and a srr.all nurr.ber of corr.putations, seerr.s to be the
rr.ost interesting but it cannot corr.pute the developrr.ent of
the vortices created by turbulence. The rr.odel with six
"corr.plete" equations (or the system (6.6) in cases that are
slightly convective), although more awkward to handle, offers,
..
on the other hand, a greater range of applications.
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5.2. STUDY OF THE MIXING OF A FUSELAGE BOUNDARY LAYER AND
OF THE WAKE FROM A WING
The experi~ental setup consists of an ONERA D wing airfoil 14
with a chord length of 200 mrr. placed perpendicularly on the
floor of the test section. Sweep and incidence angles are
The goal of the study is to study the three-dimensional
~ixture of the boundary layer on the floor ~hich si~ulates
a fuselage and of the wake generated by the wing.
A first set of experiments had the Durpose of defining the
conditions away lrom the floor, that is to say the 1evelooment
of the boundary layer and of airfoil wake. The velocity
measl'~e~ents have been accomplished ever a rather tight ~rid
with the help of a hot wire anemorr.eter. The static nressure
profiles were also ~easured.
Then, T.easurements of the wake-boundary layer mixture were
performed with the help of a probe with five pressure tubes.
The ~apping of the secondary velocities and the lines of equal
velocity were thus defined. They show in particular the rapid
change in the nature of the flow n~ar the trailing edge.
In particular, the junction of the trailing edge and of the
floor behaves as a hole for the secondary velocities.
5.3. - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE FLOW IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
OF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN A FUSELAGE AND A SWEPTBACK
WING WITH AN ANGLE OF ATTACK
The experimental study consists of a wing airfoil (ONERA D
airfoil with a chord length of 200 ~rr.) p~aced with a large
27
sweep angle (60 deg.) and at an angle of attack (15 deg.)
A rr.easurerr.ent of the field of average velocities was perforrr.ed
with the help of a five-hole level indicator probe set Hithin
the angle defined by the wing and the floor of the test
sect.iOli. :J1..= planes
10J :r.:T. , 200 :UL, 250 :JJL, 300 rLT., 350 rur., 3,32:.:1: (X
i2 :T.2''::Ul'eJ froc:_ tne l:::adil:S ed:;e).
( [) ('0 be ':1 i thor: est r? i gh t ,,v ire) '''; ere un.,': r t 3. ken i nOt'::i e r t. 0
v~liiate tne results obtained by the five-hole level indicator
( :1 i t h ~' e g 3. "1 tot ~1 e IT: a'Snit ud e 0 f 0 n 1 y the vel 0 cit v
3.nd also to define 2the u' component of the Reynolds
t e 1-. ~ 0 r be for e U!1 ::1; r t akill'S J. co cr. p1 e ted e fin i t ion (6 COlT. rj 0 nell t s
Re y no 1 j:.:; t -2 ti SOL') 0 f t netu r bu12 II t fie 1 ,1 Ti t h t 02 ne 1 p
of a four-hot ~ire allerr.orr.eter probe.
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Legend:
1- Test section
2- Pre~sure taps
3- 1'1odel (ONERA-D)
4- Pressure taps
(floor)
5- Device to tran-
slate the rr.odel
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6 - MODELLING ~JRBULENCE
6.1. - EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON TURBULENCE
A general rotation of the flow, applied to an homogeneous
and initially isotropic turbulent field, lessens the rate
of decrease of the turbulent energy. However, this effect
was not taken into consideration in the standard turbulence
rr.odels.
It had already been deffionstrated that a sirr.Dle rr.odification
of the 2DQN~ two-point closing rr.odel rr.akes it possible t)
show the effect of rotation on spectral ener~y transfers.
This EDQNM rr.ojel has been valid~ted at very low Reynolds
nurr.bers by corr.parison with direct sirr.ulations of Navier-Stokes
equations and at a rr.oderate Reynolds nurr.ber by corr.parison
with sirr.ulations of large structures. In this latter case,
the sub-node rr.odel describing the effect of sffiall scales on
large s -;'uctures is derived froo. the EDQNM o.odel.
1b
The next
nUffierical
step consisted
siffiulations of
of perforrr.ing a large nUffiber of
turbulence in rotation for a broad
range of energy spectra, of Reynolds numbers, and of rotation
rates with the EDQNM model. The t~end analysis of the
dissipation rate of the kinetic energy E as a function of
tiffie has provided a new model of the transport equation for
this dissipation rate. COffiparison with an experiment, in
this case the experiment of Wigeland and Nagib, has made it
possible to check the validity of the model.
One significant point of the study of the rotation is that
the shear encountered, inside the boundary layers for example,
breaks down into a planar deformation and a rotation. Taking
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the effects of rotation into consideration in the transDort
equations rr.odels of turbulent stresses has led to the
- " improverr.ent in predicting, both with cases'of low shear and
of high shear.
6.2. - SPECTRAL L~TC:GRAI >lSTHOD
The spectral integral ~ethod is a new aonroach to formulati~~
transport equations for turbulent quantities. It relies on
a hypothesis defining the for~ of the sprectrum of the kinetic
e~ersy of turbl ~nce. For the ti~e being, this model is only
used to i~pr0 2 the prediction of the dissipation rates of
the kinetic energy E.
In the case of a mono-scale model, the spectral integral ~odel
~iV2S a new transport equation for E without an adjustable
constant, contrary to the standard model. The trend of the
dissipation rate is then tied to the production/dissioation
balance and to the evolution of the very l~rge structures
that can be computed directly with a linear model. The
prediction of the cases of homogeneous turbulence subjected
to a flow is further improved.
In the case of a multi-scale model, the energy spectrum is
split into two areas: one describes the large structures
carrying energy, the other describing the small structures
of the inertial and dissipative areas. The spectral integral
method makes it possible to replace the two transfer equations
for the energy flow from the large structures toward the small
structures and for the dissipation rate with one simple
hypothesis in the form of the spectrum and one equation for
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the energy' flux directly derived fron: the sub-node n:odels
developed at the DERAT. The n:ulti-scale n:odel is sensitive
to the division of the production tern: between large and srr.all
structures. In the cases of pure rotation (no production),
it gives very sood results. Results close to and even better
than those obtained w"th the ~ono-scale ~odel are given with
very intuitive Jivi2ions of production.
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sirr.ult3neou~ly. The ~irr.ultaneous handling of the equations
18
indeed a~surr.es a orirr.ordial significance in obtaining fast
convergence and rr.akes it possible to overcorr.e difficulties
such as separation at the trailing edge of an airfoil. Strong
coupling between the viscous and non-viscous areas of the
flow is autorr.atically obtained. The system to resolve is
written in the rr.atrix form AX = B where X is a column vector
having as components all of the variables of the system at
the point where it is computed. Matrix A is a matrix that
is tri-diagonal in blocks that we seek to inverse. The
problem is solved step by step following the increasing values
along the abscissa but the presence of the pressure terms
35
. '
downstream from the computation abscissa implie~ the iteration
of the process until convergence is obtained. This method
requires only the storage of the pressure at all nodes in
the mesh, the determination of U and V at the point where
corr.putation i :T. D 1 yin g the k n0 'IT 1 e j Se 0 f the s e
v3riables only at the previous point of Ieasurement. T~is
con s i:j e r ':, L ion tog e the r ',; ::.. t:1 ' L..l:: ," ~t C L:. L. ; ! -::-.:' '::: () i l 'v :: r ;; 2 L C 2 t CJ. k e ::3
rapidly
::.~ . ~'.i: C'-' ··..... e in CO:T. par' i's on ',-/i th other r~thoJs that are
cl~ssically used to solve this type of problem.
The pro c e j II r' e des c rib e d bel 0 H has bee n c he eke d for t \-l0
different problems:
The first of these studies refers to the flow around the
tr3ilin~ edge of a flat plate. The results of the semi-
elliptical ~ethod are in excellent agree~ent with those
obtained by classical coupling methods and with those obtained
by the solution of the cOIplete Navier-Stokes equations.
The flow around a descending step is the object of the second
application. Here, the longitudinal diffusion terms have
been retained in the neighborhood of the step, downstream
from it.
refined
The results are close to those obtained by more
methods of the Navier-Stokes equations but the
computation times are much less.
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7.2. - 30UNDARY LAYER-PERFECT FLUID SIMULTANEOUS COMPUTATION
WITH I~ ~R;CTION. APPLICATION TO SEPARATION BULBS.
tor the co~put~tion of the flow ~bout an ~irfoil, it is often
advantageous to separate the viscous effects fro~ the
non-viscous effects. The area close to the airfoil will be
governed by the boundary layer equations, the rest of the
area being governed by the perfect fluid equations, Then,we
will have to take into accoun, an interaction between these
two areas.
An attractive solution method consists of solving the two
problems si~ultaneously (Veldmann).
appears in the form:
Formally, the problem
..
61 - CL (Ue) =0 and 6, _ FP (Ue) = 0
where CL and FP represent the boundary layer and perfect fluid
operations linking the flow velocity Ue and the displacement
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thickness
nature of
o. Let us note that because of the elliptical
" 1
the non-viscous problem, an iterative process rr.ust
- ,
be applied.
This method has been applied to the corr.putation of separation
bulbs with transition for which a ~ethod of the inverse type
h3S been developed.
r~e boundary layer is cc:[~uted with the help of an integral
:r.ethod for the 1::i:._nar, turbulent or transitional regin:es.
The Qerfect fluid is cor:sidered as the result of the
suoerpositiol1 of a known non-oerturbed state and of a
correction h"hich is deterrr.ined by co~puting a Cauchy
integral. In that rr.anner, the coupling problerr. involves only
one space variable.
The boundary and perfect fluid equations as well as the
interaction rule connecting therr. are solved sirr.ultaneously
by rr.eans of a relaxation rr.ethod.
The results have been corr.pared against those obtained with
the standard inverse rr.ethod: they are very close to those
results but provide a very considerable reduction in
computation tirr.e.
•
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8 - TRANSITION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL
FLOH·
8.1. TRANSITION CRITERIA AND STABILITY
In the absence of contamination of the leading edge laminar 22
boundary layer by the turbulent boundary layer of the
fuselage, the existence of the transition, on a swe2tback
:.[ i ng , i s due tot \ol 0 t y t) e s 0 fin s tab iii tie s: 1Oil'S i t ud i 11 a 1
instability and transverse· instability Hhich apDeal's, :·:hen
it exists, ~uch closer to the leading ed~e.
?or the first type of in~tability, a two-di~ensional criterion
(or "longitudinal") is applied along an outside strearr.line.
for the transverse instability, two criteria have been
developed:
one entirely e~pirical forffiula binds a Reynolds nu~ber of
the transverse velocity profile to the for~ para~eter of the
longitUdinal profile: 1
\I
= f (H1)
one ~ore refined criterion uses the results deduced fro~
the theory of la~inar insta.bili ty. For a Reynolds nu~ber
\-lith a fixed chord and abscissa value, the stability
properties of the velocity profiles- U£ projected in a
direction € are studied fro~ e: = 0 0 (direction of transverse
flo\-l) to e: = 900 (direction of the longitudinal flow).
The evolution of the function g(e:) - ratio of the critical
Reynolds number~6 of the Ue airfoil to the Reynolds nUffiber
1 e:
this same airfoil .is obtained at various abscissa
The values that ~ake the function g a ffiini~um
correspond to the most unstable directions. In the range
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of low values of £ (0 <£<100 ), the most unstable direction
£ .is responsible for the transversal instability, or rather
ffiln
quasi-transverse since it differs fro~ the transverse
direction by several degrees. The transition criterion is
then obtained by an empirical correlation between, on the
one hand, the Reynolds number formed with th2 displ~ce~el~t
thickness of the velocity strea~line projected in toe
direction E. qnd, on th~ other hand, the form factor of
~ln
turbulence: R6 (E=E . ) = g1E ~lO -
criteria in various series
ti1e longitudinal airfoil Hi and the rate of out~ide
H (Tu). The apolication of these
1
of exoeriments, inclUding that
of Boltz-Kenyon and Allen, has given satisfactory results.
8.2. - COMPUTATION OF THE TRANSITION REGION
The abscissa of the beginning of the transition being kno~n,
it is now necessary to compute the transition region itself.
A standard method, known under the name of intermittence
method, is used. A T.odel relying on an equilibrium of the
laminar and turbulent propepties of the boundary layer has
first been established by computing two-dimensional boundary
layers through solution of local equations. It was then
extended to the three-dimensional case. In addition, a first
approach to a model for the solution of the integral equations
of the boundary layer in trye two and three-dimensional has
been studied; it is already providing encouraging results.
8.3. - PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE SWEEP ANGLE EFFECT
The OAP 01 airfoil (glider wing airfoil) is studied at three
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e..ngles 000of ~ t tack: 0 ,land 2 • On the upper surface,
the distributions of the outside velocity are of the "laminar"
type, with steep negative pressure gradients. There results
from it a large transverse flow, and providing a sweep angle
brings the transition closer to the leading edge. On the
8 t :, e r han d ,on the 1 0:'1 e r ~ u r fa c e , the d i ~ t ributi 0 11 ~ are
"f13tter". The transverse flow, ~uch weaker, oas little
chances to lead to a or2~ature transition. ~everthele~s,
t:,is transition exists but it is due to a lon~ituJinal
instability. The complete computation of the laminar,
of
transitional and turbulent regions provides the variations
the thickness of the momentum at tn.e trailing edge, eQ~'
L-t'
which makes it possible to estimate the total drag coefficient.
P1. r '1 n~ e t e t' if. e as uri nSis per for:1. e d :l S .J. fun c t ion 0 r the
a 11 g1e S 0 fat t a c k and 0 f s ·,1 e e p . In t hat IT. ann e r, -..J e ~ no H the
effect of the sweep an~le at a given angle of attack and a
given Reynolds number.
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"8.4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE TRANSITION ON A SWEPTBACK
WING
Basic study at low speed
first pha~e consisted of pursuing the sY2te~atic study of 24
L:1e effect of a s':reep and of a Reynolds nU1".:ler. The SHeep
angle varied fro~ 40 to 60 d2gree~ and the nor~al angle of
attack froffi -8 to -6 degrees, angles of attack for which there
is no oeak overs peed on the upper surface near the leading
edge. For the -So the pressure gradient is still negative
for the ,..0 I-0 ang e of attack there is a velocity
rr.axirr.u~ at X/C = 0.56.
~he position of the transition is deter~ined by ~eans of two
Iethods: visualization through subli~ation and Jones criterion
(Ieasure~ent of the stagnation pressure in the boundary layer
as a function of x at a constant altitude). These two ~ethods
show that for certain configurations the variation in
rr.agnitude of the transition abscissa can reach 10 to 15% of
the chord length. These variations may be due to the fact
that the infinite wing assumption is not checked (wing span
too small in comparison with the width of the test section)
or may be due to flaws in the model (geometry, roughness).
This phenomenon is accentuated by the existence of steady
flow instability waves approximately aligned with the outside
flow and which appear on visualizations as "streaks". The
detailed study of this phenomenon is under way. It has
already shown the existence of a laminar boundary layer Hith
characteristics that undulate greatly in magnitude in the
area of the streaks. Good agreement has been obtained between
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the experi~ental determination of the wavelength and its
prediction through a computation of laminar stability.
The application of two transition criteria described in
Paragraph 8.1 makes it possible to predict in a satisfactory
manner the location of the transition caused by the transverse
instability.
Probings of the boundary layer made downstream of the
transition area have shoHn that the dOHnstrearr. "undulation"
of the boundary lqyer disappears when the latter beco~es
turbulent. The exper'in:ental values of the integral
thicknesses of the boundary layer and of the friction
coefficient are compared against a complete computation of
the boundary layer, from the leading edge to the trailin~
edge. This computation !takes it possible, in particular,
to describe the transition area thanks to the intermittence
n:ethod oreviously described.
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Transition over a swept back wing in transonic regirr.e
A few preliminary tests aimed at obtaining data pertaining 26
to the location of the transition over a sweptback wing in
a moderately compressible flow have been performed at the
T2 wind tunnel, operating at a~bient teffiperature.
They involve the "variable sHeep" ,.;ing of 3i('[oil LC 100 D
with a chord length of 100~~; the results pertain pri~3rily
to the 45 de~. ~weep angle.
The transition I,BS deterrr.ined on the upper surface by tr.eans
of visual visualizations using an oil filrr. and oerfor:r.ed at
various negative angles of attack, '"Tith the uDstrearr. :-lach
nurLber capable of reaching 0.3.
We show the observed location of the transition as a function
of the chord M3Ch nurr.ber for various angles of attack, as
well as the corresponding results obtained by means of a
computation of the transition using the transition criterion
frorr. transverse instability of incompressible flow.
Despite the uncertainty occurring in the determination of
the transition through visua·lization at the surface, the
motion of the transition matches the one indicated by the
criteria; we clearly note the forward motion of the
'f:.
transition when the. angle of attack becomes more negative,
a forward motion caused by the accentuation of the negative
pressure gradients and the .corresponding increase of the
boundary layer transverse flow and its stabilizing effect.
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8.5. - CONDITIONS FOR THE APPEARANCE OF THE VORTEX REGItiE
OVER A SWEPTBACK WING
Tests over the sweptback wing used in the basic study of the
transition at a low speed have been devoted to both the study
of the bursting of the leading edge transition bulb and the
appearance of the vortex regi~e at hi~h angles of attack.
The passing fro~ a flow with a leading 2d~e bulb to a vortex
re~i~e has been revealed through the ~easurelent of t~e
pressures along the contour and through visualiz3tiol1s along
the surface during a gr_ ual reduction of the Reynolds nUlber
at a fixed angle of attack.
Ihe extent of the area affected by the hulb and the vortex
flow area as a function of the Reynolds nu~ber could be
deterrr..ined.
It is to be noted that artificially tripping the transition,
pecforrr.ed during tests at a rather 10H Reynolds nUlIber,
resulted in the suppression of the vortex regi~e.
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9 - DETAILED STUDY OF THE CAST 7 AIRFOIL AT THE T2 WIND TUNNEL
This experirr.ental study dealt with the detailed analysis of
the viscous flow regimes (boundary layer and near wake) near
the trailing edge of the CAST 7 airfoil with a chord length
of 200 ~rr., ~ounted bet~een adjustable ~alls inside the test
section of the T2 wind tunnel.
All of t~e tests were perforrr.ed with a tran~ition tripped
28
at 7 ·.'1'0 of Lh2 chord, with a total pressure close to 1.7 bars,
at a~bient terr.perature.
Two ffiain configurations ~ere considered for the tests:
- a ~Iach nurr.ber varying between 0.75 and 0.79 around the
divergence Mach nu~ber at a zero incidence angle
- an an;sle of attack varying between and 3 degrees at
;-1 0 =0.7 , a can fi gura t ion that causes the appearance 0 f
a local separation of the boundary layer at the bottorr. of
a shock located between 20 and 40~ of the chord.
The ~easureIents rr.ade inside the boundary layer were rr.ade
primarily near the trailing edge, over the lower surface and
particularly on the upper surface of the airfoil, a few
explorations defining only the conditions upstream of the
shock.
The evolution of the displacement thickness and of the
morr.entum thickness is given as an example of one case of the
first configuration; we note a very quick thickening over
the rear portion of the airfoil where the boundary layer
develops into a velocity profile approaching a separation
profile.
A boundary layer computation using the ~xperimental pressure
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distribution has been perfor~ed; there is good agreement with
the experiw.ent up to 75% of the chord; a divergence then
appears, particularly in the displacement thickness, and has
led to a discussion on the possible effect of secondary
factors (airfoil curvature, boundary layers on the side walls)
to take into consideration i~ co~out~lions. However, we ~usl
err.phasize the difficulty of accurately le~sucing a bounJal'y
layer close to separation near the trailing edge (vibration
of the probe, inaccuracy in locatillg the surface).
An exaffiple of sta~nation pressure distributions ~easured at
various Mach 11u~bers in the near ~ake is also ~iven; it
clearly reveals the two areas of ores sure drop originating,
respectively, frorr. the boundary layer and the shock wave,
the second increasing clearly with the Mach number , that
is to say in fact, with the strength and width of the shock
wave.
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10 - SHOCK-BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION WITH TRANSITION AT
THE BOTTOM OF THE SHOCK
This experimental study dealt with the analysis of the 30
behavior of the boundary layer and its, interaction with the
recompression shock wave in the case where the boundary layer,
initially laminar, becomes turbulent through transition inside
the interaction region.
The tests were performed at the T2 wind tunnel, operating
at an ambient temperature, using the model of the CAST 7
airfoil with a chord leng~h of 200 mm.
A first step consisted of defining the cases to be studied,
searching for configurations providing a laminar boundary
layer up to the shock; it involves pressure distributions
that have, at their beginning, an area with a negative
gradient stabilizing the boundary layer followed by an area
with a zero or slightly negative gradient up to the shock.
He chose to set the shock wave at about 50% of the chord; by
changing the angle of attack and the Mach number, we obtain,
ahead of the shock, a flow with a Mach numher varying from
1.18 to 1.40, thereby studying different strength values of
the shock wave.
The distributions ~of the local Mach number show a two-step
recompression with a constant pre~sure plateau between the
two steps which are characteristic of a lambda shock wave
and of the existence of a boundary layer at the beginning
of the interaction; the' second recompression step, much
>
r,
1-
~
••
.t-
•f~
clearer and much larger, is on the other hand characteristic
.of a turbulent boundary layer.
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"Surface visualizations using an oil fil~ have in fact shown
that the la~inar boundary layer separates, transitions and
returns to the surface in a turbulent flow ~ear the inter-
action.
Measure~ents perfor~ed inside the boundary layer at the
p3rticularly its displace~ent t~ickne~s,
t":1>? 'T.agr.itu-Je of Ule locJ.l :lach nurLoer.
?or eOlcn of toe configur,uions, trle boundary layer :'..i'ter the
shock and its jevelop~ent as far as the trailin~ eJge ~av~
jeen described by 'T.eans of ~e3sure~ents perfor'T.ed at soscissa
va.lues of 0.65, 0.80 and 0.95.
It is therefore clear that the bounj3.ry l::1yf:i' is tJr'hul-.=nt
? f t e r t ne oS hoc k 2. n d t hat the 1:1 i c ken i r: g t hat i t :_ -:" sun ,i e :' ~ 0 t: ~
~-lhile crossing is greater '.",ith 3. ::igr;er upstrca:r, local :·l:icn
l1u:T.ber. The displace~ent thickness increas2S
considerably down to the trailing ed~~, and even ~ore so ~hen
the case considered involves a ~tronger shock.
These expe!'i'T.ental results provide the basis for checking
a co~putation 'T.ethod that re~ains to'be established and in
which the effects of a transition of the hnundary layer on
the boundary-shock wave interaction phenomenon are taken into
account. The dashed line. plotted on the figure only
represents a very rough cOffiputed es~iffiate, using the
experi~ental distribution of the pressures \-lith the hypothesis
of a transition at the location of the shock; relatively close
to the experiffient with the weakest shock, the results of this
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co~putation beco~e entirely unacceptable as soon as the
strength of' the shock increases 0
-,
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11 - ADJUSTING THE WALLS IN A TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL
11.1. ~ ADJUSTABLE WALLS FOR THE CRYOGENIC OPERATION OF T2
In view of the cryo~enic rrodification of T2, we were led to 3~
equip the wind tunnel test section with new deforrrable walls
onerating at a low teffiperature .
..:e c h 0 set 0 u 0' p Ul e r n~all yeo n d II C t i r: '.:S 1~ e Ld Sil e c t s; t h :? ~'':. '11
flo ;~i co it put a t i 0 Ii S .:: h 0 ''! t ':1 3tit 1.
teloerature equal th3t ~f t~2 flo~ ov~r J2riods of tiffi2 L':13t
are entirely cOloatible witn the dur3tion of the blast, at
least for a sffi3l1 thickne~~, anJ provide1 the effect of th2
Y.T'; t-'"",
.. -L -" '.
COT. :) u led t.. 0 r ::: j u C e the i :' t ~ e r ~T_ 31 i n e r t i .a tot herr. a x i ffi U IT:
extent.
11.2. - OPTIMIZATION OF T2CHNIQUES FOR ADJUSTING TH8 WALLS
Four irr.proverr.ents were added to the ori~inal rr.ethod:
- Optiffiization and extension of the cOffiputation rresh to
predict with greater accuracy the outside field using a
forrruia by Green.
- Deterrr.ination of the velocity at infinity by cancelling
the velocity correction, the weighing procedure giving
greater weight near the rr.odel which, in fact, defines the
Mach nurr.ber of the test.
Introduction of a projection rr.akin~ it possible to go
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,
I
through the curved wall to make measurements along the
~ straight reference line along which the outside field is
.
cOffiputed using Green's formula.
- Extr.:.lpolation of the test zone up to x = ~ 40 m, by means
of -a reference model (with distributed points) with a
-. connection ·to the four outside experimental values.
New numerical methods (finite elements, small transonic
perturbations) have also been applied to compute the outside
field in cases where the local Mach number at the wall is
close to 1.
An analysis of the diagram of a velocity field through the
of a pannel ffiethod currently constitutes a first
theoretical approach for the modification for three-dimen-
sion.:.11 floH.
11.3. - EFFECT OF THE SIDE WALL BOUNDARY LAYERS
A few tests of the CAST 7 airfoil between adjustable walls
have revealed these effects in two Hays:
-.:.1 suction at a variable rate has made it possible to modify
the thickness of the boundary layers on the upstream side
Halls and their evolution inside the pressure gradients
near the model;
- the ffiap of the displacement thickness around the airfoil,
detern-,ined from. comoutations performed over different
t::Lt'(':I[r.lines, ha.s rJ:;ldc it pUSE'tbl.c to build a detailed
cOIpensation ove~ the cross-section, thanks to which the
effects of the boundary layers seem to be greatly resorbed.
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12 - DESCRIPTION OF THE CRYOGENIC FLOW INSIDE T2
12.1. - THERMAL GRADIENTS INSIDE THE TEST SECTION
it !leH analy~is of the temperature distribution in space inside 3~
the test section was performed, a detailed measurement using
3 ~hJelded thermal probe examining the region close to the
~all in particular.
The transverse distribution shows a uniform central area
bOY'dered by Harffier floH areas that are clearly greater than
the dynamic boundary layer; their size is practically
independent of the test tcn:perature and the difference between
the wall temperature and" the stagnatiori temperature at the
center does not exceed about 12 degrees Centigrade.
12.2. - TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS
(Tests at M = 0.8, Pi = 2 bars, start of a throat)
Pl'e:::sure fluctuations: They are measured up to a frequency
in the order of 10 kHz by ffieans of a Kulite sensor mounted
on the Hall of the test section (reduced frequency: n =
fh ' 2fan max F (n) dn :: --p_))
U p (~ U2 )2.
At.. the 8ffibient terrJner8.ture, the spectrum is very close to
the one that we had obtained before the circuit was modified.
At 2 low temperatura, we note a slt~ht rise of the fluctuation
11'"'' I \111 ie'!1 L~; c"r't"l i 111 Y 1 i Ill<c'd to tile t11t'I'n:"l turbulence.
fluctl.lations: They are ffieasured inside the
settltn~ chaffiber, un to a frequency in the order of 50 Hz,
l)y [LeanS of a "cold h'ir'c". The avel'age quadratic value of
L ;1(' f1 uc tua t ion soes frOlf. 0 .0 3K at ambien t temperature to
o. 111K at Ti = 100 K. Involving low frequencies, part of the
fluctuation may corr.e frorr. the temperature control which is
pcrforrr.ed ill ~tcps; the hoiogeneity of the mixture of warm
d r' j. v i n~ <l i I~ ,1 nci the d r i ven col d gas may a 1sobe in vol ved •
T2.3. - APPE~RANCE OF PARTICLES - GAS CONDENSATION LIMIT
Using the diffusion of the light emitted by a laser beam,
the thresholds when the particles appear as a function of
terr.perature and the gas condensation limit were determined
(tests at Pi - 2 bars).
The recording of.the signal from the photomultiplier and the
rr.easurement of the pressure drop in the filter at the entrance
to the settling chamber make it no~sible to distinguish three
phenomena:
- appearance of ice particles at a temperature in the order
of 250K then apnearance of carbonic snow particles at a
temperature in the or'der of 135K; these particles "trapped"
by the filter give rise to ~ greater pressure drop;
- very large flow of particles at low temperature (Ti = 93K);
the pressure and temperature conditions inside the test
~ection make it possible to attribute it to the condensation
of the air-nitrogen mixture; there appears that a total
temperature of lOOK can be easily obtained for transonic
I
tc~t~ up to a total pres~ure reaching 3 bars.
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13 - PREPARATION OF AIRFOIL CRYOGENIC TESTING AT T2
13.1. - SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR A CRYOGENIC BLAST
The solution retained to reac~ a ther~al equilibrium consists
of Drecoolin~ the ~irfoil hefore insertin~ it into the test
section. A cryo~enic hl~st will thus include several
~equences ~~ich will already have been perfected during tests
conducted ~t T2, without ~ ~odel for the ti~e being.
- durin~ the first step, a flow at a low Mach number and at
a low ores sure but at ~ nominal temperature is initiated:
the wind tunnel being started at the ambient temperature,
~ flow of liquirl nitro~en at three times the equilibrium
v~lue is in~ected, c~using the temperature to drop quickly;
it is then ~radually reduced, the cO~Duter providing control
to reach the desired te~perature level.
- the second step consists of introducing the precooled
~irfoil into the test section.
- durin~ the third step, the Mach number and the pressure
are increased UP to the values of the test itself through
pro~ra~med action on the. flow of the air enterin~ and on
the air exhaust rate. The temperature is maintained at
~ const~nt level throu~h an increase of the nitro~en flow
r~te matchin~ th~t of the flow of the air enterin~.
- the fourth steo, maintains the test parameters at nominal
V:lllH"S th~nks to '1 closed-loon pressure and terr.perature
control; it is ,during this step, where the conditions have
heen reached, that the measurements will be made on the
"1irfoil.
13.2. - DESIGN OF A WING AIRFOIL MODEL (CAST 7 airfoil)
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three parts (leading edge; upoer
lower surface) vhich are weldedsurface and trailing edge;
The design' and construction of a model of the CAST 7 airfoil
for cryogenic tests at T2 resulted from studies performed
by the Direction des Grands Moyens d'Essais (Directorate of
Major Tes~ing Means) of ONERA, studies hearin~ on the
selection of the ~aterial most suitable at low te~neratures
and on the set-uo ~ini~izin~ the 41er~o-~echanic~1 stresses.
The rr.aterial retained is a M!,'AL 18 "1-1araging" steel '.-lith
a high nickel content.
The model is co~posed of
together; the err.oty area separating them as well as the
grooves for the oressure and terr.perature tubes are filled
\-lith a "nickel felt" in order to insure ho~og;eneity of the
ther~al ~ass. A stub on the right side connects the airfoil
to the system for rr.oving the ore-cooling unit. A stub on
the left side rr.akes it possible to lock the model when it
is placed inside the test section.
The chord length of the airfoil is 150mrr.; it is equipped with
103 pressure taps, the majority with a diameter of 0.3rr.m; in
order to solve problems associated with the possibility of
tripping the transition, 32 taps with a srr.aller diameter
(0.8mm) are installed in the area of the leading edge where
the boundary layer is thin.
Temperature control is provided by 18 copper-constantan ther-
mocouples placed at a depth of lmm under the airfoil surface.
The ten thermocouples are distributed along the center chord
from the upper to the lower surfaces; the others are installed
69
81on~ the win~span.
13.3. - PRECOOLING THE AIRfOIL·
The nreliminnry phase of the test of a wjn~ airfoil in a 38
crvo~~nic flow therefore consists of cooling the model to
bring it t~ a temperature sufficiently close to that of the
flow inside which it will be introduced.
The solution retained is that of cooling by using a cold gas
flow; a simple set-up having heen bench-tested, it was used
8S a foundation for the precoolin~ apparatus built for
te~ting airfoils in.8 cryogenic regime in the T2 wind tunnel.
This apparatus consists of a closed circuit operating at an
atmosnheric ambient pres~ure and adjacent to one of the side
windows in the test section; it includes two parts:
- a coolin~ section hostjn~ the airfoil and equipped with
the moving device which will make it possible to introduce
it in~ide the te~t section of the wind tunnel,
- the circuit itself, equipoed with the nitrogen-injection
system (two small-diamete~ nozzles), the driving fan, the
eXhaust, and the temperature control through a heater.
Th 0''1 np;l. rC'l t U~ was f i I'~, t ne r fec teo in the presence of a
reference model made of an aluminum alloy; a satisfactory
check of the time periods needed to reach different
•
L (' rr. rv' r'.1 t. 1I r (' 1 (' V (' l~, .• Il d c () 0 1 i n ro; II n 1. r 0 r rr. i t y \.,r n s rr. n de.
It was then used to performed the precooling tests of the
CAST 7airfoil planned for the cryogenic tests at the T2 wind
tunn!?'.
The examnles of recordin~s ~iven below show that the center
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section of the ~odel (re~ion A) reaches the temperature of
~ the flow in about ten minutes; only the therrr.ocouples located
at 20 rnnt frorr. the side stubs (re~ion B) show differences
caused by the effect~ of conduction, differences that should
then qisappear for the most nart durin~ the cryo~enic test
itself.
We were also able to check the good behavior of this model
which is of a new desi~n, bein~ made of a steel with a high
nickel content and cooled for the first time during these
tests. No appreciable defor~ation ~las recorded despite the
anolication of te~neratures droppin~ as low as 120K. Of
course, proner behavior re~ains to be confirmed when the model
is also sUbjected to aerodynamic stresses during testing.
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14 - PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF CRYOGENIC WIND
TUNNELS
.
·1)~.1 - INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Pre2SIlre 8nd terr.perature probes: In addition to a synthesis 40
~urr.rr.8rizin~ the results acquired with the various pressure
sensors that· we were led to test in a cryogenic environment,
efforts were rr.ade to define and use rr.iniaturized probes; a
small-size probe (diarr.eter of 4rr.rr.) and with a larger bandpass
. was built.
A shielded stagnation temperature probe, with a recovery
factor close to one, was also built; its utilization inside
the wind tunnel T2 was very valuable when measuring the
distribution of temperatures inside the wall boundary layer
in the test section.
Optical detection of oarti01es: Preliminary tests inside the
wind tunnel T'3 have shown the possibility ~f detecting the
nres~nce of pa~tieles in9idp the flow by using the li~ht
err.itted by a low-power laser and diffused by the particles;
"ipl'Jjn~ can'=1hiltty usinp: two side HindoHs that
rp.duee the formation of frost Has necessary for "long" tests
3t T'3. Thp utilization of the system in the T2 wind tunnel
has rr.ade it nossible to define the appearance of the different
tynes of n3 rt ie 1es , and to define the gas eond ensa t ion I imi t
i 11 LIn t t. II n Ill' 1 .
Surface friction ~auges: The DERAT hot wire and hot film
~au~es were desi~ned and tested for mesuring the surface
friction in low-terr.nerature flows. A few tests conducted
at 12 on a reference rr.odel (flat aluminum plate) hav~ shown
the feasibility of such surface ~easurements. The quartz
rod ~qu~e, cap~ble of providin~ unsteady flow values was
-tested inside the enclosure;" after a few modifications to
: the ffiountin~ onto the support, we expect to be able to use
it t~ define, in oarticular, the nature of the boundary layer
aBd of the tr~nsition in the cryogenic mode.
14.2. - T'3 CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNEL WITH FAN
The improvement of the operation of the small T'3 cryogenic
facility was pursued with the installation of a new exhaust
casin~ now located ri~ht after the test section outlet; the
suction of the boundary layer at the entrance to the diffuser
contrihutes in a major fashion to a reduction in the pressure
drop of the circuit and to the expansion of the operating
domain of the wind tunnel.
The preparation of a two-dimensional set-up particularly
desi~ned for the study of the detection of the transition
in a cryo~enic environment was performed; this set-up
includes a simolified model composed of a flat plate with
.an unsymmetrical leading edge and an adjustable flap, and"
computed to minimize oversoeed at the seam.
The test section is equioped with simplified deformable walls
that make it possihle to avoid blockage and to adjust the
•
pt'('~'~~l1t'e di~trjbution ;,lonrc the fl'lt r>late. A ~ysterr. Cor
th 0 lon~itudinal and vertical exploration of the flow is
oarticul:,rly for nlate boundary layer
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~etailed view of side windows
Legend:
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Lecsend:
-: ( 1) Low veloci ty exhaust
(2) Hl~h velocity exhaust
( 3 )
( 4 )
i-1
. t (> .S t. ;: 0 ~ t ton
Te'~t section
(5) Throat
(6) Liqujd nitro~en injector
T'3 Hind tunnel
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